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Prepare to enter the twilight dimension some call the Smegazone. As ever
we've managed to pack a quite mind-boggling array of delights in

between the covers of this issue of the Red Dwarf Smegazine...

EVOLUTION
Are you ready to meet the sexiest pig in the known Universe? (And more to the point...

is Dave Lister?)

CYBERZONE
Behind the scenes of Craig Charles's latest TV show (He's on the box more often than

Tony Slattery these days, isn't he?)

THE BKUTTERS
,., get their very own comic strip at last as we bow to popular demand. (Blimey. Mr
nibble will be back soon at this ratal)

All this and there's more from Jake Bullet, an interview with Ed Bye. Red Dwarfs original

producer, a hologram history and yet another of our now-legendary brilliant book
competitions'. As is customary, this competition has been carefully hidden away where
only the most of diligent of readers is likely to find it. .

THE RED DWARF
PROGRAMME GUIDE
by Chns Howarth and Steve Lyons

Sorry, this is Ihe one you have to read lor yourself, but it'll

be worth it! We have 15 copies to give away and if you're

looking for the definitive Red Dwarf reference book, you
won't be disappointed with the 240 info-packed pages here

(Virgin Publishing - £4 99 out on March 18th)

RED DWARF THE TALKING BOOK
UNABRIDGED VERSION
by Grant Naylor and read by Chns Barne

'.-.-

jl The entire first Red Dwarf novei on 6 audio tapes and we have 10 sets to give

k it away! Pop them in your personal or car stereo and you've got no less than 8

UjM hours of spaced out entertainment as the voice of Chns Barne transports you
fW across the Universe.

(Available by mail order at the special price of C19.99 • cheques & POs only - from

Laughing Stock Productions, PO Box 408. Battersea. London SW11 6JJ)

So how can you win one of these lernfic books'' By being a right old clever-trousers, of

course, and answering one or both ol the questions below and sending in your answers
(along with your name, age and address) on a postcard to:

BOOKS FROM THE DWARF
Red Dwarf Smegaxin*

Fleetway Editions Limited
35-31 Tavistock Place
London WC1H9SO

The closing date is 1 1th March 1993. so make sure your entry ts posted off by then.

RULES

Employees and relatives trwreol ol Fleetway Edition.. Laughing Sloe* Productions and Virgin Publishing may not

enter (no! even A they ask nicely) The editor's decision is Una) arid no correspondence will he entered into The

closing dale is t tth Marrti 1993 and winners mil be notified shortly after this date A lull ksl of pn/c winners win be

ulure issue ol Ihw Red Owirt Smegazine
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r THE RETURN OF

IDUANE DIBBLEV?

word on the streets is that Duane Dibhtey

d be making a comeback in the new series of

i Dwarf. When the character appeared as

Cat's worst fear in Kid Dwarf V's 'Sack To

Reality' he wn surprisingly popular - he only

id to soy his name to have the oudiMKe in hys-

I Donny John-Jules is said to be excited at

possibility of ploying the un-hip character

n buck teeth again this yeor.

k NEW DIRECTION FOR

> DWARF
A new Director for Red Dwarf VI is on the cards

c the mix-sB that happened during the fifth

•s. The writers stepped in to the Director's

« half way through Red Dwarf V when Jutiet

y left. Although cast and crew seemed happy

h this arrangement, a different Director is

KKt certain to step in when series six starts

ling in February. "I don't think we're gang

d have the time for it [directing!," soys Writer

id Executive Producer, Rob Gram. "I think we'll

be writing scripts at the last minute and spend

• rest of the time rewriting. We haven't OCtU-

ly firmed-up a Director yet."

r ADRIFT?

for Hod Dwarf VI, Grant

Noytoc, sm cannot tonfirm any costing tmnge-

tor the new series. However, occordng to

igents, Craig Charles (Lister), Chris Borne

), Robert Llewelyn (Kryten) and Danny

Jules (Col) hove of been signed up Hottie

(Holy
I s agent is adamant that she wll

t» appearing m Rod Dwarf this year. There

no indication os to why, or any word on the

bject from the powers that be at Grant No yk>r,

w say it's not possible to cast until scripts ore

'

EPISODE TITLES

Thies for the episodes in the now series aren't

to be released until the eve of production.

Grant Noyior are keen not to jump the gun this

year, and it shows how last-minute the writing of

scripts is compared to previous years. As Writer,

Rob Grant explained: "I got in trouble before for

saying we're going to do This One' [certain

planned episodes] I mentioned 'Dod' one time

when it was half-written and we abandoned it

and we got a tot of people asking 'what hap-

pened to 'Dad' then?"'

RADIO CRAIG

Just in case you've missed any of Craig Charles's

recent TV appearances an Weatherwolch,

Ghostwalch, Wogon, Cyberzone and other shows

too numerous to mention, don't forget you can

stiH listen out for htm on Kiss FM as he owoogas

his way through breakfast. Funny earphones

they provide at Kiss, though, don't you think?

AMERICANS PREFER DONKEYS
TO DWARFS

Red Dwarf V missed out on an Emmy award in

America. Kryten s human half, Robert Ueweityn,

went along to the International Emmy ceremony

in New York to see Channel 4's newsroom parody

'Drop the Dead Donkey' (a Hat Trick Production)

pick up the popular arts award. But to be nomi-

nated is recognition in itself, and if you're going

to be beaten, 'Drop The Dead Donkey' is not a

bod programme to be beaten by.

THE SINGING CAT

Danny John-Jules (Cat) has gone into the studio

to make a record. This follows much pestering

by fans to release songs like Tongue Tied' The

recording won't include that, or any other song

horn Red Dwarf, but it wiH contain songs written

by Danny John-Jules himself. He's no stronger

to singing after making a career appealing in

musicals. The record will be a three track (P and

Danny says it will available as a 12", but pre-

sumably a CD will be coming out as well. A title

and a release dote should be known soon and we

hope to run an exclusive offer for il here at the

Smegazine before it goes on sale in the shops!

SPACED-OUT PROGRAMME
Producers of Red Dwarf, (karri Noytor, are to

produce a Science Fiction Magazine Programme

far BBC2. Tentatively colled The Big Crunch', it

is likely to be their next big project after Red

Dwarf VI is finished, and will probably appear on

TV screens in mid 1993. It's hoped it wil have a

foirfy long run of at least ten programmes. Their

cameras hove already filmed o comk convention

in America for the show, but the format of the

programme is still to be finalised.

RED DWARF TICKETS

Now isn't this the news you've oil been waiting

for? If you want to be port of the audience for

series VI of Red Dwarf, here is the address you

need to write to:

Inspired PI,

9DoaaalPtoc«,

B1S2LI

Tickets are free, but please enclose a large SAE

for a reply. Recording dates are pencilled in for

the six Saturdays from February 20th to March

77th 1993 inclusive (but this could change) and

filming will take place at Shepperton Studios, if

you want to specify a preferred dote, you must

give at least two alternatives Unfortunately,

there's an ope limit of 16, and you will have to

make your awn way to Surrey. As in previous

yean, tickets ore likely to be heavily over-sub-

scribed, so they ml be given out on a first com,

first served basis. Inspired PR ore asking people

to only oooly for tickets they intend to use. They

will be keeping a waiting list for returned tickets.

So get writing now and you could be bearing

your laughter on TV.

DATA DETECTOR:

Im nidi
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P^ INTERVIEW

ED BYE
Having produced and directed the first four series of Red Dwarf', Ed Bye was certainly very

influential in making it the success it became. Comedy fans will also recognise his name
from the credits of a multitude of shows from The Young Ones' to Filthy, Rich and Catftap'

to any number of programmes starring Ruby Wax.
Ed has recently been working on a show for Jasper Carrott at the BBC Television Centre in

Shepherds Bush, and it was there that, despite the best efforts of the receptionists, we were
recently able to talk to him...

THE SMEQAZNfC: What have you
got lined up for the new Carrott series?

ED BYE: It's slightly changed this year
There was an element in the last series

called The Detectives' which was him and
Robert Powell being policemen, and we've

expanded thai into a six pan series

T»t So, Hs ju*t The Detectives?

KB: Yeah, just The Detectives' - sin

hall hours, and it's all shot on him so it's

become a major, big. huge production

number which is all rather scary, but I'm

sure D'll be all right, (realises rne tape
is running, and loudly corrects himself)
OH NO, t HAVE ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE
IN IT, ITLL BE FAB'

T%s is George $em* in it?

EB: Yeah, he plays a fairly regular part m
it, and we've got a lew other sort of celebs

One of the ideas they wanted to do. which
I think is beginning to work, is that a lot

of the episodes are based around other

tamous detectives We've got John Nettles

doing Bergerac in it and Leslie Grantham
from The Paradise Club' doing that role

there's quite a few faces beginning to pop
up. which is quite good

TBj They're actually playing those

EB: Yeah, and we've also got some unusual

casting, like we've got Jimmy Tarbuck

playing a gangster -
I think that should

come to him fairly naturally. It's been a brt

of a negotiating nightmare, you know, mixing

programmes and that But it's coming along.

it's going to be very good I think

TS: What else have you been doing

recenfry?

EB: Just finished another series of Bottom'

- and I'm actually doing post-production

on that now as we speak I've also |ust

covered Ruby Wax's stage show, which

she's been tounng around the country with.

and I'm doing post production on that as

well It's a bit of a nightmare at the moment,
with all three of them merging together

TBj How did you get into this line ot

WOf*'

EB: I started here at the BBC as a floor



assistant Before that. I
worted in a theatre,

which I was told 10 do because in order to

gel into television you have 10 work in a

theatre So I worked m the theatre and

pretended that I did much more than I

really did, and then I came in here

I knew a production manager here, who
was married to the bloke in charge ol

employing tloor assistants, they were just

getting divorced So I put pressure on her

to put pressure on him so that he allowed

me 10 come in here and stan work as a

floor assistant He's resigned now, so I can

say that it wasn't my talent that got me in

here, it was only my talent at manipulating

the head o( studio management!

So 1 was a floor assistant, which is like a

runner - they used to caJI them call boys,

but that gets slightly contusing these days 1

- and I ran around knocking on dressing

roomdoors "Five minutes please, before

you're on stage 1 " Then I started working

on props and became an AFM, and then

I worked my way up to production manager

But in between AFM and production

manager. I started working with Paul

Jackson and I worked with him and Michael

Hurl until I left

TS; What did you wort on wrth Mcftatf

Hurr

EB: He used to do a live show called

The Late. Late Breaktasi Show' and I did

a lot of the live elements of that I did about

thirty of his live Shows, which is a very good
way to direct -

I did a lot ol hidden camera

stuff, and all that Then I left the BBC and

didn't do the next series of The Late. Late

Breakfast Show', and one of the punters

spiralled from a box and plummeted to his

death Fortunately I wasn't doing it then

id left by then

The directing really came through working

with Paul, particularly on the last series of

The Young Ones I did a lot of the set-up

and all the complicated location work and

all that sort of producing type stuff, so by

the end of that series, I knew a lot more

Then. Paul said he wanted me to do a

show with French and Saunders and Ruby
Wax called Girts On Top', so I left to do
that, which was probably a smart move
There's a certain stalemate situation at

the BBC - sometimes you hrt a point

where tney decide that you've done a bit

of directing, so you can go back on the

floor or go and do 'Wogan' or something

The idea of doing a sit-com with those

three girls in was much more attractive

TS: CW you do the firs) series of thai,

with Tracey Ultman?

EB: No just the second series, but I had

worked with Tracey Ullman on Three of a

Kind', so she was sort of influential in me
directing the show anyway It was all Quite

a bit hairy thai, because I hadn't directed

much comedy - id directed a lot of light

entertainment stuff, but no actual structured

comedy French and Saunders I'd worked

with before, so that was alt nghi. but Fluby

Wax was difficult and she wanted to get me
thrown oft the show Fortunately, I married

her after the series, so that problem went

away Well, she married me. let's put it

TS: How 00 you actually get mvo/ned

wifh programmes, now fhat you're

working as a freelancer''

EB: I've been very lucky, they |ust come to

me l mean. I do have an agent - and,

ostensibly, agents are there to get you work

- but the work so far has just come to me
really I think one of the reasons is that I

was kind ol lucky. Id worked out with a lot

ol the alternative comedians wben I finished

oft my career here, and that led on to other

things Out of each thing, another thing

n you' lines okay'''

comes along - and so tar. fingers crossed.

I haven't cocked anything up too badly,

so Ihey ask me back

TS: Do you still do production and

direction''

EB: Yes. 1 tend to produce and direct as

much as I can, because thai way you have

more control over the product As a

producer, you can get in earlier, particularly

on the matenal i like to sit down with the

writers and try and affect it from the top,

at the concept stage l think it's much more

difficult when you're handed a set of scripts



and low "fight, do ihese" and you took at

them and think. "Blimey, I don't think this

is nghi' " It's a bit tale to say that, two

weeks before you're about to do il Also,

money is very important There are some
[flings that would cost thousands 0* pounds
and have !o be replaced by something

which is cheaper and works as well As a

direcior, you tend to come in too late to be

completely in on those decisions So that's

why i do as much as I can

it's much easier to produce and direct for

the BBC its actually impossible I think,

to produce and direct tor say Channel 4 or

some ot Ihe oulside companies, because
their accounting system is such that as a

producer, you Spend most of your time

dealing wilh money, when as a producer

and director, you really want to spend most

of your time being creative So thefe are

shows that I've just direcled though I haven't

so far done one that I've just produced
I like directing loo much

TS: Presumably, you iust directed 'Girls

On Top' then''

EB: I just directed that To be honest,

al that Stage of the game. I was only really

a director anyway, I didn't know how to

produce The first time I produced and
directed was the first series ol Red Dwarl

T* Aj what stage did you tint get

involved with Red Dwarf"'

EB: Paul ickson was running a

production company called Paul Jackson
Productions, before he joined NoeJ Gay and

before he became director of programmes
at Carlton, and he said there was a script

knocking around which was really good,

written by Rob and Doug Id met Rob and

Doug on Jasper Carroft and on Three ot a

Kind', so I knew them anyway - and I've

always been a bit ol a science-fiction freak

anyway on ihe quiet - so we met up and
i read (hat pilot script, and I thought it was
great Paul and Rob and Doug and i

seemed to think lhat we'd get on all right,

so we took it Irom there really

We developed the series sort ot together

-
I mean, without doubl they wrote it all

they're excellent writers and all the jokes

and the structure and certainly all Ihe

science-fiction concepts are (heirs - but

we worked together a tot on how we were

going to do stuff A lot of it really hadn't

been done before; there were a lot of video

effects and tricks lhat hadn't really bee'-

expanded before, they'd |ust been used In

odd comedy shows We used to use roll

back and mm a lot. which is a technique

where you can roll back the tape and replay

half of it and on ihe other halt you record

live action, so people can meet themselves

It's quite a complicated lechntque. but once

you've wrapped yOuf head round il. you
can do an awful lot with it ltd only really

been used before on things like Mike

Yarwood, but we pushed the sysiem a bit

So electronically, we did a lot ol strange

stuff, and as we did more and more of it.

we got better at it And as Rob and Doug
saw whal could be done, they'd wt tie more
and more demanding technical effects,

which we toved Sometimes they worked.

sometimes they were unmitigated disasters,

but not often Most of the time, we managed
to get them right, which is good but hard

TS: Were you tr

senes'

i the casting for the

EB: Yes Agam. there was the situation

where we hadn't really produced anything

before. Rob, Doug or myself, so we were
finding our feet as much as everyone else

perhaps tits win 'Wp'

I think considering the stage the characters

were at that time, we reached some good
decisions, Ihey really panned out well

TS: How much ot a difference did it

make to your fob when Rob and Doug
started working on the production side

as weH?



it in Shepperton. which meant we rehearsed

every day m a sei thai was built there the

whole week That made a great difference.

because tt meant we could actually play in

the set; what normally happens is that we
have to go to an oulside rehearsal room

and play around with bits ol marked-out

tape- So it meant we could do a lot more,

we could get a bit more stylish.

But tor me it wasn't a huge dramatic change,

to be honest What helped me was that

they were then co-producers with me.

property in name, which meant that they

had a lot more legitimate clout than they

had before, and that was very useful

because then they could do a tot ot

pfoducmg work and take that pressure off

me - it is all quite pressured, because
it's such a difficult show to direct

Tfc What abouf fhe atemafrve comedy?

te fhaf a genre you're particularly keen

on working in. or is that just how things

have turned out?

EB: Its what I like doing. I really do. and
I'm very lucky because the shows I'm doing

at the moment are absolutely, completely

down my street. I |ust love doing them

l mean, when Bottom came along. I was

absolutely desperate to do that

Tfc Did you have much input on the

writing ot that?

EB: Actually, yes What happened is that

the two of them (Hi* Maya" and Adrian

Edmondson). particularly in the first series,

would go off and write and then they'd

come back with a script and we'd sit down
and rewrite the whole thing We rewrote

enormous amounts of the tiret series

between us. which is fantastic because it

gives me a chance to be able to visualise

the ideas as they're coming off the page

We did the same this year, but of course

they've become more expenenced and

there's less obvious work to do - but we

do rewrite everything, it is worth doing and

it makes it funnier When two writers are

ABOVE Robert PoweH.wd J.tspi!'
>

.'". .-..
BELOW Ed's directional del

episode I'

writing away, it's always useful tor them to

be able to kick it against somebody else

I think Rob and Doug do that to a certain

degree, but they're very accomplished and
talented writers and don't really need lo

What we did tend to do was sit down and

think about ideas thai we could do in the

show, particularly in the technical areas.

where we could make it more interesting

TB: What prevented you from doing

Series V ot Red Dwarf?

EB: Id committed myself to doing 'The Full

Wax', which is a BBCi show with Ruby -

she asked me to do that betore we knew
we had another series of Red Dwarf'

We were kind ol under the impression that

after tour series, they'd probably say "Okay,

that's enough!' But Ihe fourth series did

very well, so they asked for another one,

and I was kiboshed really

it was very difficult, because I wanted to

do Ruby's show and also I wanted do 'Red

Dwarf, i was caught between two stools

there I'd have loved to have done both and

I was trying to think of any way of moving
one or Ihe other so that they didn't happen

at the same time

TS: Presumably you'll miss the next

series as well, with 'The Detectives'?

EB: Well I don't know. The Detectives'

finishes in the New Year, so it depends
when they want to make the new series to

be honest The problem is, I'm in a position

now where I'm |ust doing loo much as it is,

working every day and every night, and
there's a limit lo how much you can do

So it entirely depends when they want to

do H, that's the thing Time really is the

problem

RED DWARF INTERVIEWERS:
Steve Lyon* & Chris Howarth



CAPTION COMPETITION 3 RESULTS

well 6 long months have passed

s,„ce we asked you 10 send in

,our entires lor our 3rd Bed

Dwarf Cop.ion ^petition

Betcha thought wed torgotlen all

about il bo. no! He.e. final*.

me .he results The wrnne. th.s

, ime is Michael Lloyd ol

Camborne who swayed Ihe

judges m h,s favour by

mentioning a certain ex-Cabrnel

Minis,e, Talk about bck.nga

man when hesdown^ Good

one Mrchael. Ihe baseball cop.s

on its way' Thanks 10 everyone

who enlered. some ol our

favourite runners-up a.e printed

here around Ihe winning entry

Baseball caps and lots of other Red
Dwarf goodies are available from:

IBMSI MAIL ORDER LIMITED

P.O. Box 10

London SW19 3TW
(VISA/ACCESS HOTLINE

TELEPHONE 081 543 4105)
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Saturday 31st October 1992,
and the Manchester studios

of BBC North were taken over

by Virtual Reality, science-

fiction and Craig Charles. . . all

the signs, you might think, of
a welcome return by 'Red

Dwarf' to its roots. However,
such was not the case.

Instead, the Smegazine's

roving reporters, Steve Lyons

and Chris Howarth were on
the set of the latest

production from Broadsword
Television...

'Cybercone' is billed as the world's first

Virtual Reality gameshow. although

host/Zone Warden Craig Charles is quick to

point out that it is not a game show' in the

conventwnai sense of the term "Us like

when we started do>ng 'Red Dwarf7 he says,

"and situation-comedy' was a dirty word

'Cyberzone' is a Virtual Reality television

show, and it is built around a game, but I

don't really see it much as a gameshow"
Production Assistant Claire Whittenbury

agrees "it could become very gameshowy"
she admits, "but because it's Craig, and

because of the technology, it just doesn't

happen And he does take the mickey out of

gameshows throughout!"

$0 what was waiting for us beyond the

Studio doors' Well, firstly, a very impressive

set indeed, designed by 'Dwarf regular Mel

Sibby This lakes theform of an arena of

sorts, enclosed by metal fences within which

the studio audience spread themselves out

on steps, tyres and even the front half of a

Morns Minor car A far cry from the normally

more regimented seating arrangements'

demonstrating the Cyberione equipment

to the days contestants, "What we had to

da" he toW us later, "was give a feeling of

Immersion VR which people at home could

relate to. without feeling brtterfy jealous that

other people were enjoying something that

they couldn't Sowecameup wrthtbis it's a

Desktop VR system - in other words.

something that normally runs from a

computer monitor - running very, very

quickly m real time" m order to 'enter' the

computer generated environment, the

contestants need onry step onto one of the

two 'mobility stations', and keeptheir eyes

on the large screen m front of them "ft

hasn't yet got the amount of texture

mapping we'd like in" Tim confesses, "but

it'a pretty clever, and it's very satisfactory

from the point of view of gameplay Thai's

been proved, because even though we
haven't always had great gameson the

system, we've virtually had todrag the

players off it" It certainly looks very tempting

- and frjrthe audience at home, there'san

added bonus, as the computer can provide a

variety of excellent graphics, giving a clearer

picture of how each game is progressing

"It has to be not just fun to do." says Tim,

"but fun to watch " And indeed it is Each

episode of Cyberrone' pits two sports

personalities against two members of the

public m three different challenges, each set

within one of four computerised

landscapes, the water.world Hydropolts.

Cyber Swindon. Technotrazz and the

futuristic Crtadel Along the way. they have

tosolve a number of three-dimensional

puzzles, and can even sabotage their

opponents' efforts by strategic use of the



By the time we arrived there were about
thirty puzzles programmed mtolhe
computer However, even as recording

progressed, these were being play tested,

updated and added to by Dimension
Internationa) the creators of the Superscape
system which 'Cyberzone' uses "It is hard to

use,"saysCraig. "becauseit'sverytouch
sensitrve Whai you've got to realise is that

you've got momentum, so when you stop
you end up Overshooting things Maybe they
should make the doors a bit wider 1

'

Doors do seem to pose a problem, indeed, it

there's a criticism of 'Cyberzone' at a", it's

that the contestants often have more trouble

operating the machines than they do
actually solving the puzzles However, this is

bemg worked on an the time, and as Tim
Child tells us, "a second series would be
immensely different, because the
technology's changing so fast

"

Things certainly have progressed Since

'Cyberzone' first surfaced as an
untransmitted pilot episode almost two
years ago As well as the improved
technology, there has also been a line-up

change Originally, Craig Charles was
supported by Freya Russell, who has
appeared m other Broadsword productions,
including The Satellite Game' and their

upcoming Timebusters' series Hwvever.it
was felt that her computensed character
(based, m pan. on 'Red Dwarfs' own Holly)

lust didn't work She was therefore replaced
by 'Inspector Morse' regular lames Grout,
who finds his 'Cyberzone' role a little

different from anything he has played
before

"I'm a kind of scant really," James told us.

'the spint of ttvs vast computer I'm not the
actual computer itself, but the computer is

able to term a human form and I am it

"

About his Character, he says, "He's a pretty

arrogant chap, because he's got a brain the
size of three or four planets and he regards
all human begins as really rather

substandard creatures He's called Thesp
because he's like an old actor laddy andm
fact, lam an old actor so it comes in quite
handy, reallyl"

Thesp exists entirely within thecomputer.

appearing on the screen only when
required, and bonus points are awarded to
any team who can actually locate him on
their journey James himself sits apart from
most of the action, as he has to be filmed

against a blue background at the rear of the
studio 8y the mircies of CSO (Colour

Separation Overlay), his image is then laid

over the computer graphics already showing
on the front screens, giving the illusion that

he is moving and existing within the digital

landscape itself "It's a great fun show to do,"

he says, "and quite stimulating, actually It's

bucked me up a tot I was beginning to turn
into a vegetable now I'm turning into

Thesp>"

"Theresa lot of banter between Craig and
lames." Claire told us 'They're permanently
sparring against each other" And James



admits that sometimes things90 a little too

far "V* had guide rangers as competitors.""

he recalls, "and they actually found me So all

sorts of things happened, and Craig said.

'He'sgong to interfere with the girl guides!'

So that had to be cut out
,"

There were no such slip-ups (unfortun-

ately) while we were there Indeed, the only

major problem that evening was that the

computer crashed only moments before the

end of the final game Rather than run the

whote thing again, it was decided to edit the

footage strategically around the mishap, and

to reach a gentleman's agreement about the

final scores!

Being in the Cyberzone audience is a

unique experience. Participation is expected.

although clapping is not Instead, people are

encouraged to make as much noise as

possible by banging on whatever bits of

metal are available {that, we discovered, was
what the Moms Minor was for*) This can

backfire somewhat, aswe discovered when
one particularly enthusiastic set of fans

managed tohp a wire loose from its

moonngs

Costumesarealsoencouraged, 'Dress

weird' the tickets suggest and some people

take that to heart forsomeofthosethat

didn't while we were there, the BBC wheeled

out. much to Our surprise, a set of costumes

from the 'Red DwarfV episode Hotoship'

Watching the finished product, you could be
forgiven for thinking that the 'Red Dwarf'

fan club had turned up in force and in

costume, but these outfits were the real

thmgl Naturally, the studio staff kept a sharp

eye out at the end of the recording to ensure

that the coveted items were returned

Neither does theaudience participation

end there Sheets detailing a number of

chants to be used at specific junctures are

handed out. These range from the opening.

'Cyberzone! Cyberzone 1 " to These, Thesp,

Thespl" whichwe found was a tat more than

most people could manage (try it five times,

fasti). The audience also had to shout

"Morph the Borg! Morph the Borg 1" (or

"Con* off the bog!" as n sounded in

practice) as a borg graphic was being

created to do battle within the computer

Quite a strange scene, as no-one could

actually seeathmg, the graphic being

dubbed onto the tape later

While all this was going on. we tried our

best to remain unseen by the cameras,

huddled anonymously in one comer of the

set We were foiled, however, as with

cameras full on him, Craig began the

episode by leaping over the wall directly

behind and between ust This entrance to the

set, he told us. varies frorn episode to

episode "inoneijumpedoiffthetopoftne

set and just landed in the doorway like Mad
Max, took my glasses off and walked down *

The stunts are all Craig's ideas, although the

production team drew the line when he

asked to bungee jump into position' They

did, however, allow him to slide in via a rope.

making for a very impressive take

'Cyberzone' has a very fast turnaround,

with two episodes being recorded each day

They are long days, too As Craig told us, "We
rehearse all morning, then film the games
when the audience come in at four, sowe
start rehearsing at ten " On this, the third day

of five, Craig was beginning to feel the

effects of all that shouting, and had worried

the producers by losing his voice earlier in

the morning All seemed well, however, as

he took to the stage and delivered his lines,

introducing, for the first game, speed skaters

Wiff O'Reilly and Matthew Jasper, and for the

second, swimmer Adrian Moorhouse and
javelin thrower Steve Backley

These introductions, along with most of

the scripted dialogue, were written by

Richard Russell Bell, who also works with

Craig on his Kiss FM morning show The task

of introducing the show's games is a partic-

ularly daunting one "That's been the

hardest bit," Russell confided, "because it's

such a new thing it's quite difficult to

explain it without using computer speak.

which is useless because no-one will know
what you're talking about I've had to rewrite

a lot because it wasn't coming over quite as

clearly as it could, because it's really a

complicated game" For the comedy
elements. Russell and Craig work together

"We try different things out and I wnte them
down. What usually happens is that we go
out and have a few drinks, he makes up a
load of gags and 1 nick them and flog em
back to him!"

The frenetic pace doesn't make things any

easier "I only started on Monday." Russell

told us, "and I'm still catching up We're

doing two shows a day. and I'm actually

writing a lot of it the night before and the

rest of it during the day There's a senpt for

talking to guests, and Craig won't get that

until probably half an hour before" Even

with that, there are sometimes problems
"i usually get a written biog, but when Colin

Jackson, the hurdler, came on. we didn't get

a btog for him I made up a really stupid one.



it was complete nonsense"

for Craig, the challengescome in the

recording itself The guests haw no idea

what questions they are to be asked, nor
does Craig know howthey will respond

Likewise, any number of things can happen
during the gameplay itself, and Craig has to
be constantry ready toad lib hrs way through
the proceedings "He's fed a lot of infor-

mation which he has to process and chum
out in his own way wry quickly/' Claire

Whittenburytold us. "He is really working
bloody hard, I mean it's not like acting, is fa*

Some of Craig's ad libs haw become
intrinsic to the programme He frequently

mimics the "Awoogal" siren sound,
borrowed from 'Red Dwarf, despite the fact

that the siren heard in the studio is wry
different Willthrsbechangedinthefinal

edit, we asked' "Well," says Craig, "it better

had dot"

Each episode takes about two hours to

record, with each of the actual games
lasting about eight minutesinthe studio
These are cut down to about six in the
editing, helping to tighten up' the

programme a little Despite their efforts, the
contestants don't take home wry much with
them The BBC doesn't encourage pri»-
giving as such," Claire told us, "and budgets
like this don't encourage pnie-givtngi So the

Asforthe 'Dwarf connection*., well

"Mel Bibby designed the set here," Craig told

ut "and John ftomphre/sdoing the lighting

So it's like they'w re-assembled the 'Red
Dwarf team for us in a way. When I walked
in, ewryone said "Welcome homer so it was
like commg back, coming home to the
original studio" Broadsword, howewr, are

quick to point out that the similarities are

merely superficial "You cant really get away
from 'Red Dwarf:' Claire says, "with it being
Craig and the fact that n's set in the future
There rsnt really a problem with that— but it

is completely different And Craig just plays

rwmseff really, he doesn't take on his Lister

persona " The show does, howewr. aim for

the same type of audience, although its

makers hope to appeal togameshow
fanatics as well It will be gong out in Janet

Street- Porter's youth programming slot. Def
II', possiblyewn in opposition to 'Eldorado',

which would no doubt grw its viewing
figures a boost!

Broadsword haw also recertify developed
Timebusters'. a show which they describe as
a cross between 'Back to the Future; 'Doctor

Who' and their own Xnightmare! Theshow
prts two teams of schoolkids against each
other in a historical setting, to which they are

taken in a time travelling London bus. rt

features Michael Troughton (son of former

Doctor Who'. Patrick) as the Prof, and
Archers' star Tracey Jane White as TJ A series

of eleven programmes has been recorded,

and they will probably be transmitted in a
Sunday morning slot starting in January

'Cyberaone', meanwhile is waiting on the
response it gets when rt too is transmitted in

early 93 Having invested a lot in the protect.

Broadsword are more than keen to go ahead
with a second series, and indeed, to improw
upon the format still further There's a lot of
things that haw got to get ironed out, really."

says Ciwg. "A lot of things need to be sorted

out to make it a better programme, but
when it's edited together, rm sure ifs gomg
to be quite spectacular"

From what wesaw last Halloween, we can
only agree

With thanks to the 'Cybenone'
team, particularly Craig Charles,

Richard Russell toll, Tim Child.

Suzanne Duncanson, Jamas Grout,
Daw* Ross, Mark Well *. Claire

Whrttanbury and Bob Wild

.
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FUN PAGE

RIMMER'S 'SPOT
THE DIFFERENCE'

Here's a real challenger lor you
I've got ihe Skutiers lo knock up a
picture ol Yours Truly, old Iron

Balls Next to it, you'll see a pic-

ture which, a! first glance, looks ex-

actly the same - but actually,

there are five tiny differences bet-

ween the two pics. All you have to

do is find out what they are, then
zoom down to the foot of the page,
licketty-split, to check out your
answers. Magnificent!

THEY-nfe

CAT'S MAZE
Hey monkeys, you want the
chance to pretend you're as sexy
as me? You got it! In this puzzle.
I'm trapped on one side of a maze
(that's me on the left, the hand-
some guy with the great ass) and
on the other side, there's a couple
of dozen naked Valkyrie warriors
Put yourself in my position, and
see if you can get me to Ihe girls in

less than ... oh, let's say five
seconds! Betcha can't!
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AMOOGAI AMQOGA! Holly here, and fllppin' exhausted I am, too. Over the last few hours,

I've navigated past two of those orange whlry things, circumvented a black swirling

whatsit and almost crashed straight Into a great big wibbly-wobbly circle. Sorry if I'm

getting too technical for you... but actually, that brings me on to what I want to talk

about this month.

Being the all-round smashing computer that I am, and having the enormous IQ of six

thousand that I have, I thought It'd be a realty good Idea to pass on some of my colossal

Information to you regarding all those horrible hazards you find in space. And, being

as how I'm such a fan of A to Zs and I know you love them too, I decided to knock up
a handy pull-out alphabetical guide to all the really big problems we've encountered

so far. Pull it out, keep It sate and if you should ever decide to go flying through space

at all, you'll know exactly what to watch out for.

ALIENS: Okay, let's start with

these thingies - cos they can

cause all sorts ot trouble. I'm not

kidding you. Kidnap attempts

radiation hazards, missing bog
rolls, the whole lot! 'Course,

there's no evidence whatsoever

that they exist at all. but still, it s

worth keeping an eye out. Better

safe than sorry, eh?

BREAD-OBSESSED ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCES: Errr... mmmm
actually. I got a bit stuck here

Even with an IQ of six thousand

(in case I drdn't mention it), it's

dead hard to think up something

for every letter of the alphabet

Anyway, I got the guys here to

help me. and Dave sort of men
tioned that the biggest hazard

hed ever faced was getting past

that toaster of his without being

force fed three hundred waffles

and a hot cross bun So that's

it. realty; don't buy a Talkie

Toaster They're bastards 1

: Rimmer's suggestion

this, but for once I have to agree

with him, 'specially since the

only other idea I had came from

the Cat He wanted me to put

creases' - but then, he wanted

me to put anoraks' and bn-

nylon' for the first two. and none
of the rest of us see any of those

things as quite that much of a

threat! Anyway, as if the smell

wasn't bad enough, Lister's

curries have been known to turn

into rampaging mutton vindaloo

beasts, which is a right pain in

the neck. Right, next letter

please

D06S: Don't take any notice of

this one; the Cat made me put

it in. since I've been ignoring all

his other suggestions. He's

been terrified of meeting one
ever since Lister told him they

were eighteen feet long - (he

only one he has run into was a

really evolved one in the Parallel

Universe, and that gave him

fleas tor days. Personally, I was
gonna put Oust Storms here.

which would've been much
more s

EVOLVED MARINE LIFE: Blimey yes.

evolved marine life; like that

whopping great Despair Squid

we met that gave all the lads

hallucinations. Even after I

heroically defeated it. it carried

on giving us problems It tasted

flipping awful'

FELLS SAPIENS: Not exactly aliens,

the Cat People evolved on 'Red

Dwarf' itself, and are presu-

mably still out there somewhere
Every lime we pass an S3
planet. Cat spruces himself up
ready to meet a load of lady

Cats. No luck yet. though. I

suspect what we're looking tor

is a planet shaped like an enor-

mous boutique Either way. the

rest of us don't particularly want

to meet them When they find

out that their Great Lord Cloister

is a lager-swilling slob with no
respect tor any of their Five

Sacred Laws, there's

bound to be trouble.



flElfS: Genetically Engineered
Life Fonns; just as bad as
aliens, but from Earth. Kryten's

just butted in here though - he
wants me to point out that the

Pleasure GELF Camille was
quite a nice blob, actually. But
then (here was the Polymorph of

course, and that GEAP thing we
ran into a few months back.
Brim.

echo whatsits don't help much
- and there was that bout of

mutated pneumonia Dave had
too. when his own Confidence
and Paranoia came to life and
nearly killed him Worse still was
that Despair Squid I was telling

you about (Dave says he can still

taste the bloody thing which, the

state his taste buds are in, Is

quite something).

HOIK: Rimmer stormed oft

when Lister suggested this, t

think he thought it was a dig at

him - he's a bit of a hole
himself, you know. What Dave
meant though was that there's

lots of these like hole things

hanging around in space, and
they can't half cause problems.

Black holes are the worst, as
they suck time out of the uni-

verse and make you realty dead
- but white holes do exactly the

opposite, and they're almost as
bad. Lots of strange things

happen to time when they're

about - like Rimmer suddenly
starts domg his circuits of the

gym in a reasonable time, and
his Barry Manilow records start

to sound like they're being

played at the right speed.
Finally, there's time holes, which
transport you to completely
different bits of space and time,

like that backwards version of

Earth we all finished up on. And
if you're not careful, they'll knock
your ship into bits in the process.

Nasty!

iUUSIONS AND HAUUCINADONS:
When you're this far into space,
the biggest problem facing

anyone is space craziness -
and it's made worse when you
start out as a bunch of weirdoes.

Course, things like those future

JAMES LAST Lft Rimmer just

popped his head round the door
again, so Cat suggested I bung
this one in In his own words:

"Hey babe, I'd rather face a
hundred creases than listen to

Goalpost Head's records all

night!"

KIU-CRA2ED OlOVE PUPPETS:

Actually. I just put this one in 'cos

I couldn't think of anything else

tor the letter K. In fact, we've
onfy met one of these so far, and
that's currently tying around
somewhere and not moving a
lot, since it was only animated
by Rimmer s hand up its back-
side anyway I woukjnl worry
about it too much it l were you
- they're quite unique. I assure
you.

LISTER'S SOCKS: Erm yeah,
thanks Arnold... well, I cant
think of anything else lor ttm
letter, so Lister's socks it is, I

s'pose they do set off the

sprinkler system every now and
then, which could cause pneu-
monia and kill everyone, or

something Hmmmmm.

MECMNOIDS: Now I've got

Kryten all miffed puttin' the one
in. but really I was talking about
the horrid ones like his sup-
posed replacement, Hudzen 10.

That psychotic git burst his way
onto the landing gantry and tried

to kill everyone. And only hours
after Dave's Marilyn Monroe
droid smashed through the wall

of the officers' mess, an' all. The
Skutters need some watching,
too. It's not that long ago that

one of 'em went bananas and
wired the ship's auto-destruct

system to the food dispensers.

Cor, what a mess!

NOZZtfS: All right, all right...

honestly, the lads have been on
at me constantly to put Nym-
phomaniacs down for this one
- but I sorted them out with

one of my wftty put-downs.

"Shan't!" I said. "We've never
met any anyway (and no, you
cant count gawping at Cat's

dreams through the Dream
Recorder}" So instead. I'm

putting Nozzles - cos that

chicken soup nozzle in White
Corridor 159 is blummin' well

dogged again, and it's about
time somebody did something
about it.

osmomd, irmi jimmy:

Although he is almost

certainly dead by



now. I can never quite shake the

homble feeling that one day. he
might just turn up again.

PSY-MOONS: Right, I'm insisting

on putting this one in myself,

'cos it's another dead good
space phenomenon, it takes

your mental energy, rtght, and
tarraforms itself into the shape
of your mind. 'Course, when we
saw one, it had to be Rimmer
that went down there first, didn't

it? You should have seen the

mess! Still, if the Cat had gone,

I s'pose itd've ended up like the

Planet of the Nymphomaniacs
or something Uh-oh. I've got

the lads wanting to change
course and go back to it now.

Back m a sec

QUASARS: Right, that's that

sorted Now then - quasars.

Well. I could say that these

enormous star-like thingies have

a spectrum with large red-shift

I could also mention that they're

a real hazard to navigation and
you should really try hard not to

crash into one. What I realty

want to tell you though is that,

having sat the Astro-Navigation

exam thirteen times, Rimmer
doesn't actually know what one
of them is. What a pillock, eh?

Whoops, there he goes again

RAOtADON: Watch out for this -

it really gave us some problems.

I can tell you. Killed off the entire

crew, ft did - but still, that was
over three million years ago. so

I suppose it doesni really matter

much now. does it? 'Course.

Dave had a few difficulties too

when he caught a radiation-

mutated pneumonia virus - but

then. I've gone on about that

before, haven't I?

SAVE MIRAGES These should

probably go under illusions and
hallucinations realty, but they're

also a proper space thing with

their own warning sign and
everything, so I gave em their

own letter. Actually, space
mirages are pretty good, as they

take on the image of whatever

you fancy most. You have to be
careful not to go flying towards

them though, 'cos that way you

which made his head go all

swollen with pus. Not too big a
deal realty, but the Cat was a bit

miffed 'cos he was in the vicinity

when it released all that excess

matter...

end up in ail sorts of trouble. I

keep having to restrain myself

whenever I look outside the ship

and see loads of Sinclair ZXBls
floating around - and I don't

dare tell the Cat when they're

about- He'd probably have a

heart attack!

TARANTULAS. Even three million

years into deep space, you cant

escape these little buggers
crawling up your leg. Rimmer
and Lister have aversions to

these, which means it's time to

break out the washing powder
and the air fresheners whenever

we get one on board.

UNIVERSE, MRAUfL Not nice

places to end up in. We went to

one of these once and Dave
ended up pregnant, which he
wasn't too chuffed about at all

Rimmer was even less chuffed

when a parallel universe
counterpart of himself came
smashing into our ship. Ace
Rimmer was smarter, stronger,

braver and hunkter. Not difficult

I know, but what a guy!

VIRUSES: Not nice things to

catch. I've already mentioned
the one that brought Lister's

hallucinations to life - and then

there's the hotovirus Rimmer
caught that made him team up
with a kill-crazed penguin
glove puppet. Hmmmmm. I'm

covering old ground here, aren't

I? It's also worth mentioning

though that Dave had a bout of

space mumps a while back,

NU-DROIDS: Originally made as

tourist attractions, any of these

that remain are likely to have

broken their programming and
become very dangerous
indeed. One particular set of

'em gave Rimmer the perfect

chance to lead an army of

history's greatest heroes into a
grand suicide mission against

their enemies. What a dork!

XENOPHOBIC SIMULANTS. Aha.

thought I'd be stuck on this one,

didn't you? Yes, Simulants are

definitely xenophobic, the lot of

them. I mean, look at the one
that followed us to Justice World

and tried to rip Dave's head off.

Not very nice at all, was it? And
then there was the Inquisitor, of

course. Sort of like Judge
Pickles with an attitude. Luckily,

Dave got nd of him with the old

backfiring time gauntlet trick.

WNKEf DOODLE DANDY: Cor. it

took us hours to think of a Y,

an' all. I'll be glad when all this

is over. Anyway, in the end,

Rimmer decided that 'Yankee
Doodle Dandy' was a definite

threat to our health - 'cos we
all feel sick when Lister belches

it after a pint of beer. Phew!

Just one letter to go...

ZOOS: Erm... yes. well... errm.

zoos. Right. Self-explanatory,

innit?

5



HOLLY-GRAMS
Dear RD,

l have one serious complaint, issues 9 & i are

both NOVEMBER Is this because ol a misprint,

or because the issues come out fortnightly?

Can I say that anyone who wants issue 1

shouldn't want it It was the worst issue to date

And can you please print some more ol the TV

episodes in cartoon form, as I've only seen

series IV &V
R Fernandez, Chippenham.

So you didn 1 hear about the localised temporal

displacement we had back in

November/December, men? Caused all sorts of

problems I can tell you - it was Christmas pud

all round on Guy fawkes tor one thing! Hence,

issue 10. which in normal circumstances would

have been dated DECEMBER, materialised with a

NOVEMBER date on it That's time

displacements toryer

As tor adapting TV episodes into comic strip

form well, we have no plans for any more

adaptations oecause most tans have told us

they'd rather see new stories in the mag while

they pick up the videos of the TV episodes

Dear Hoi.

Isn't it time you got the Dimension Jump theory

correct? It goes a little like this: ll Arnold

Rimmer has lo decide whether to ask a woman

out, in one dimension he wouldn't and so would

lead a comparatively sad life, but in the olher

dimension he would ask her and maybe marry

her

Not however like what you are printing, such as

the one where he meets Deb and Ariene This

would never happen, as I doubt A J Rimmer

would change his name and have a sex change

Plus in the other with Ray Rimmer. this also

would never happen as it is the wrong name

Every person that he will meet will be male and

be called Arnold Judas Rimmer BSc, SSc

I hope I have sorted out this problem and put a

lew people right

Captain Neil Green (Space Adventurer).

Leabrooks

"Nice try. Nell. Field you're wrong, though

Ace can turn up In any reality at all. not lust

ones where he '$ called Arnold, or he's a man
even. Every reality Is different, right, but some

are more different than others. There may be

a reality Ilka the one you describe very close to

Ace or Arnla 's. but there might also be one

where no-one Invented the wheel. Or even the

telegraph pole. Just think of the effect

something like that could have. " Hoi.

Dear ROM,

I was reading through issue 9 and happened to

notice that special thanks were given to 'They

Might Be Giants' Now. being a huge TMBG fan,

I started to wonder whether (hey were involved

in any way with issue 9, or whether you were

just thanking them tor being the ultimate

inspiration! Please put my mind to rest.

Jo Dyble, Haddenham

Your second guess is right. Jo Itjustso

happens that about 75*» of us working on the

Smegazme are declared TMBG fans, so they

must provide some inspiration to our fevered

brains!

Dear Hoi

'

Thanks very much for the last two issues of the

Smegazme The best issues yet At the moment

it's better value every issue.

Issue 8's Ace of the Rovers' was so bloody

funny! I creased up with laughter (and as I was

in my works tearoom a lot of noise was made)

This was as tunny as the hallucination scenes in

'Back To Reality'. Thanks too for finally giving

us a regular news page which has been missing

for so long.

Onto issue 9 and what a brilliant front cover

The strip 'Flashback' with Ouane Dibbley was

even funnier than 'Ace of Ihe Rovers' Keep Nige

Kitching working on the Smegazme - what a

great talent he is' And what a great interview

with the original Hoi Any plans to interview

Clare Grogan? If only her Kochanski character

would return to the programme Thanks must

go to Kev F Sutherland for the brilliant

Androids', bul where was Mr Flibble this

monih? Good to see the great Judge Dredd

artist, Ron Smith, on 'In Lrvlnrj Memory

Steve B Herbert, Keynsham.

ft's good to know that you like what we are

doing with the Smegvme. Steve Fortunately

you are not alone and it seems that we are

pleasing a lot of people And yes. we do plan to

interview Clare Grogan later this year.

Dear Representalives of the Crimson Short One

Two (extremely) trivial! i points:

1 If someone decides to make a Red Dwarf

movie, I feel thai Fred Ward (ol Henry and June

and Remo - Unarmed and Dangerous) should

be cast in a supporting role, simply because his

name is an anagram of you guessed ill

2 Did you know that the same Samaritan s gag

has been used in Red Dwarf and The Brittas

Empire? it's the one about the night

Rimmer/Bhttas spent as a Samaritan and a

wrong number committed suicide (NB This is

not a jab at the writers of either show, although I

believe Rob and Doug got there first.)

Simon Cunnington. Forest Gate

Thanks tor the into, Simon Hey. did you know

that it you tumble up the letters ot where you live

you get Goes Fatter? Makes you think, doesn't

it?

HOLLY-GRAMS

Red Dwarf Smegazme

Egmont House

25-31 Tavistock Place

London WC1H9SU

THE JUNIOR ENCVCLOPEDIA OF SPACE

Welcome to theMM Mature lo muscle m on our mere

wo* - Muine Lehmann's Question & Answer column.

Now you too can claim to get your answers about

"science, space and ad that" (Queeg) Dy consulting the

Junior Encyclopedia ot Space. Questions here come

from you and Maxine will do her best to answer

anything, although some of her replies can only be

suggestions sometimes opening up a subject for

WHY OIDTHE PWPLE WHO CALLED RED DWARF*.

DWARF CALL RED OWAflf REO DWARF?

(James Smatl)

The programme is of course named after me sbtp * It

set on. but the ship is named after a type of star

Barnard's star is an example of a red dwarf and

presumably the writers [nought this had a better ring to

THE SMEGAZINES TWO-WAV QUIZ SAYS BEXLEY

WAS SEEN DYING II THE DRIVE ROOM. THE FRST

RED DWARF NOVEL SAYS IT WAS BEXLEY S SON

this is where things start lo gel tricky When Grant and

Naytor decided to write their novel they wanted to avoid

ripping oft the readers by selling them something they

riad already seen This is why some things from the

book aren't covereo on screen and vice versa The book

o r«fem» to as the Ml story because in it the writers

nad The opportunity to flesh out certain aspects ot their

original concept and 'tidy up parts of it Hence Ihe

inconsistencies, of which this is an example, but at least

we get a more interesting read and the writers have

more tun with the books, rewriting key elements with a

new twist Some people find that it helps to look on Ihe

book and TV versions as if they are set in parallel

universes Ol course yet another reality' tin been

created with the arrival of the Smegazine. which takes

some ideas from the books and some from the TV

Just thank your lucky stars Red Dwarf USA died before

things got even more complicated 1

WHAT THE SMEQ DOES SMEG MEAN? AMO WHAT
ABOUT GOT. rjJMBOlO Elf' (various questioner!)

Wefl. Grant and Naytor say this. They don't actually

mean anything, we mad* them up in an attempt lo get

natural sounding dialogue without swearing ' They

claim to have looked al existing swear words lo

discover what type of sounds are generally used In

offensive language Therefore smeg. gnu. gimp and so

on have no real meaning but sound suitably insulting

Having said this, some of you may be aware that the

larger dictionaries list smeg as a derivative ol smegma,

and smegma does mean something rather nasty



& The Good. The Bad and The Ugly!

It's Sunday morning at the flicks,

The feature starts, the lights grow dimmer,
But as the Skutters watch the pics
Along comes Arnold Smeg Head Rimmer.

Says he, "You goits, you're not allowed
To take time off to watch John Wayne!"
And then he barks out, sharp and loud,
"Get out! Get back to work againt"

He points them at a sparkling floor,

"Mot good enough, " he says with pride.
~l want it cleaning even more.
So fetch your mop and get insidel"

As Rimmer leaves, he thinks with glee,
"Strong leadership, that's just the ticket!"

Right behind, he doesn't see.
The gestures telling him to stick it.

"

And now. at last, the coast is clear,
The hats come out. the weapons too.
All thoughts of cleaning disappear,
And Rimmer knows what ho can do!

But in the darkness something's lurking.
Watching them with fascination.
Thinking, as it sees them shirking -

Time to end its hibernation!
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AleonwTJi/a, rfio cowboy game is dona.
And onward now the Skitters go.
To use their bucket for the fun.
Of striking 'gainst their greatest foe.

Safe from Rimmer's prying eyes,
An even bigger dummy stands,
A lifelike figure, built full-size.

On which many c — -'-

site lands!

At last, the lights grow dim once more.
And, huddled like excited kids,
The Skutters spend on hour - or fourl -

With eyes glued to their favourite vids.

The films all done, the screen gone black,
A swift return to work is made.
For Rimmer will be coming back.
To check thot he has been obeyed.

"Ah, yes, " soys he, "what lovely
You've really made it shine in here,

"

And inwardly, the Skutters smirk •

They know their mop has not been near!

Now dimmer's ego's on a trip,

'Cos through his efforts (in the main).
He thinks his skills of leadership.
Hove scored a triumph once again.



Then, startled by a voice behind,
The Skutters turn to "work out who . .

.

Just one, they thought, wai quite a bind.
But now, here's Rimmer number tvsoi

"Some dust h
So get your mop back into action!"
'Course he gets the signs once more,
But this time there's a strange reaction.

r hats and off they go.
With packing crates for them to ride c

But neither Skutter can sun
'

eiyk

Suddenly, there comes a fright
As from a cubby hole most candid,
Rimmer steps into the light.
And catches both of them red-handed!

But then, with what sounds like a curse.
And sending both the Skutters reeling,
Rimmer turns to something worse,
That wants to feed off what they're feeling!

The Polymorph, for it is he.
Attacks its prey with some commotion,
Holding fast so none con flee.

It sucks out their one strong emotion.
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Whof now? 8ac/t to fne kitchen floor

Displaying, maybe, some contrition?
Mgtol bucket filled once more.
And not for use as ammunition.

They start to mop the floor instead
And even seem to snow con/enfmenf
Doing iust what Rimmer said,
Devoia, for now, of all resentment

Meanwhile, our mutant hits the sock.
For now, its appetite is sated.
Even so, a fresh attack.
At some time soon is surely fated

s back once more,
ind trembling with rage he speaks.
You've trampled on my lovely floo

\nd ruined it with water streaks 1

''

_ . jmed all my lovely -working!"
The puzzled Skutters, it now seems,
'Were better off wnen they were shirking

tch him leave with consternation
Not knowing what to make of that.

And can't help thinking <n frustration

"What a stupid, big-eared' 'p|||T KIND



STEVE LYONS EXPLORES THE HISTORY OF THE HOLOGRAM
Holograms have been around tor quite a while

in real life. To most people at the moment
however, they generally mean little more than
tacky, unconvincing pictures of Spiderman
stuck to the front of comic books in the hope
of making collectors pay more for them. Their

potential as a science-fiction concept certainly

hadn't been realised before 1988, when Rob
Grant and Doug Naylor did fust that in their

then fledgeling series Red Dwarf'.

Their '."•>,!!on of the hologram as

we now Know it was necessitated by

one important factor Having
decioed that Dave Lister, the major

character m their new show, was to

De the last human alive. Grant and

NayUx realised thai they had to find

some non-humans to populate

the series with Aliens were out

androids (at the time) were also out.

and the idea ot the hologram (along

with that ot the Cat. of coursei

provided the perlect solution to the

problem Thus rt was that m the

opening moments Of 'The End we
were shown the funeral of Fhght Co-
ordinator George Mclntyre (played

by Robert McCulley) and later

treated to a glimpse ot hrs Welcome
Back party as he was returned to

Me m hotogramatic form

Physically, the new Mclntyre was
oenticaj to the c*d one - except tor

one thing Something at least was
'deeded 10 differentiate the dead
irom me living and the writers

originally hoped that Iheir hologram

characters could appear m black

andwtnte However, wh*st the effect

would nave Deen possible, n would
also r&& Doen very costly and lime

consuming in the end, they settled

tor the now famous - and much
imitated idea of a simple letter H
on the holograms head (Although

the monochrome idea is now nor-

mally used at Grant and Naylor s

request, in this magazine's own
comic strips - if ooesn 1 cost us a

For the Benefit o* the crew - and
lor the views at nome - Mac
McDonald s Captain Hollister

explained what the transition to

hotogramatic form actually meant
He is m every respect like George.''

he said of the new arrival ' He has
George s personality and George s

knowledge and experience Of
course ne cant touch or lift

anything ' And from Mclntyre

rumseif we learned perhaps the

most important fact of all. that the

energy drain caused by a notogram

was so huge that Holty could

maintain only one at any grven time

This, of course, led neatly into

Rimmer s own resurrection towards

the end o* the episode, setting the

scene tor the rest of the senes
Frustrated by the presence o<

flrmmer, as opposed to that ot say,

Knstine Kochanski. Lister spent

much of Series I doing everything

m his power to get nd ol his

Dunkmate and txing his lost love

back to irte Rimmer. of course, did

everything in his power to stop him

Holograms we learnt, were pro-

tected Irom - quite naturally

enough - the ship 3 hologram pro-

jection suite where personality

discs lor each of the dead crew

members were stored All that was
needed was lor one of those discs

to be popped into a hotogrammic

protection Oct. and hey presto' So
ail Rimmer had to do to ensure the

continuation ot his existence was to

take those discs and hide them

Once this basic premise had
been estaOtished it tormed the

perlect spnngcoa/d for any number
of situations. Doth serious and
humorous In Balance ot Power tor

instance, we saw Rimmer waking

unexpectedly with the arm of

Catenng Officer Oat Petersen -

an arm which had a lite of its own 1

The physical data on his disc had

apparently become corrupted and
HoHy had lo refresh the graphics

from the bacx-up disc, albert not

before Petersen's limb could make
a determined assault on Rimmer s

privates The incident set the scene
tor one of Rimmer 5 own plans as.

Dy some careful tampering with the

hologram discs, he was awe to

house he own mind in Kochanski S

hotogramatic body Much the same
principle was later used by Dave
Leter when m the second series

epeode Thanks tor the Memory,
he pasted some ot his own mem-



ones into the mind of his

companion
Series l. though, ended with

another significant development
Spurred on by his own Confidence

even possible for Rimmer lo use an

exercise Dike - as (ong as it was

a hotograrrt ol an exercise Dike

The problems drf start to become
noticeable, however, when Red

given form. Lister was able to work

out a way in which Holly could

protect two holograms at a time

Attempting to bnng Kochanski back

to life, he was astounded 10 see that

he had. instead, created a second

Rimmer - his companion had
swapped the discs' This, of course,

led into the classic end ol series

episode 'Mev in which Rimmer
discovered Ihat even tie really

couldn't stand himself By the end
ot the eprsode. the second Rimmer
had had to go and the 'two holo-

grams' idea has never oeen used
since Presumably as Lister's plan

relied on diverting power from all

non-essential systems to the holo-

gram projection suite n is. at the

least, impractical tor Holly to sustain

two holograms for any length of lime

without jeopardising [he safety of

her crew

Useful though it has often proven,

however, Rimmer's hotogramatic

status has just as often caused the

writers problems After all. how easy

can it be to wnte action scenes for

somebody who can't touch any-

thing'' Marry of these difficulties

were easily overcome, with Holly's

phenomenal capabilities providing

a way out m most cases We quickly

leamt. tor example, that when
Rimmer wanted a shower, a haircut,

a drink or something to eat. Holly

could simulate the effects of such
stimuli (although none loo accur-

ately it seems, as witness Rimmer s

delight at lasting real food again

wnen he temporarily 'borrowed'

Listers body in Series III) It was

Dwarf' relumed 10 our screens at

the end of 1988 fc a second series

It had been decided to expand the

action beyond the frontiers of the

ship itself and this opened up any
number ot questions How, for in-

stance, was Holly able to maintain

control ol Rimmer '5 protection when
he was exploring the crashed vessel

Nova 5' or conversing with his Own
living self three million years in the

past?

Only one of the Series II episodes

really made any attempt 10 answer

this question in Trwiks for the

Memory'. Rimmer was seen cele-

brating his own deathday party,

along with the rest Ol the crew, on

a life-supporting planet In order for

him to function so tar away from the

ship, it was shown that a hoto-

gramatic projection cage was
necessary Only inside this could

the signal from Holly back on 'Red

Dwarf be boosted sufficiently to

allow Rimmer to exist Again, this

idea was ne^et re-used

The difficulties became even

more apparent when Red Dwarf III'

began in 1990 All of a sudden.

Rimmer was leaving the ship m
almost every episode (four out of the

six. in fact! and on two of those

occasions he was again separated

from the protection unit by the gulf

of time On a further two. it was
shown that Holly had no idea where

he had actually gone As it happens,

these situations wen? eventually

explained, albert retrospectivefy. as

we will see later How Rimmer was
able to lean on a console and

operate a radio m 'Marooned' is

another problem, best ignored

Speaking of problems. Grant and
Navior found themselves faced wfth

yet another as they reached the end
of Red Dwarf IV Their script for the

episode 'Meltdown called for

Rimmer to travel via Kryten's newfy

devised matter paddle - which, of

course, wasn't possible Again, a

subtle change in the continuity was
required, thus, contrary to what wed
been told in the past. Rimmer was
now revealed to have 'a small phy-

sical presence', this m the form of

a light bee which buzzes around his

hologram body constantly, main-

taming the projection As we saw m
'Meltdown, this also houses
Rimmer s intelligence, which was
still active even when his hologram
was turned ot! - and for all you
continuity freaks out there, it's quite

plausible to assume that the whole
set-up was invented by Kryten

shortly after his arrival on the ship.

The only episodes in which Rimmer
demonstrably does not possess
such a device (for example. Stasis

Leak', in which he passed comp-
letely through a solid tablet came
before that point

The creation of !he light bee
solved a couple of other niggling

problems. In particular, if provided

an excellent rationale for Rimmer's
extreme cowardice - whereas
before, we had seen him running

from toes who, we believed, couldn't

possible affect him we now found

thai a well-placed shof to the light

bee could effectively disable him
This concept was put mto practice

both by the Inquisitor and by a mind-

controlled Lister during Red Dwarf
V That same year, we were also

treated to an explanation of some
of those earlier discrepancies

According to Quarantine' the

existence ol Rimmer's hologram
whilst away from Red Dwarf and
its shuttles was made possible by

a device referred to as a remote
projection unit which is obviously

capable ot taking over Holly's job

tor a short time at least Also in

'Quarantine' it was stated that it

would have t>een possible tor both

Holry and the remote protection unit

to sustain holograms simultan-

eously, an idea when ties m quite

nicety with that put forward in 'Me*'.

SO long as you assume that this was
only possible because the main
ship was both empty and in station-

ary orbit at the time (1 e there was
plenty of unused power to spare)

We therefore have a logical explan-

ation for everything that we have
seen happen m the senes, with the

one proviso that we assume that the

remote projection unit was some-
how malfunctioning in Thanks for

the Memory', necessitating the use
of the more pnmrtive cage. With the

past thus tidied up, we can there-

fore took further ahead at some of



the developments which 'Red Dwarf

V ottered

Certainly, Rimmer's hotogramatic

status was used 10 its full in the fifth

sehes. As well as (he aforemen-

tioned 'Quarantine' and the twin

assaults on his light bee, the series

opened with an entire episode

based around the hologram
concept. Although we had already

learn! that two holograms could

touch each other (when Rimmer
met his own female equivalent in

'Parallel Universe). 'Holoship'

expanded this concept to the nth

degree Invited on board the holo-

gram spaceship Enlightenment '.

Rimmer found lhai he was able to

touch, feel and taste anything and
anyone - including, of course.

Flight Commander Nirvanah Crane!

Another pant of interest in this

eptsode was Listers reference to a
device called a hotoship. obviously

an implement which could be
wielded by humans and used on
holograms. Although it was never

seen m 'Hotoship'. this creation

opens up vet more avenues to the

writers, making <i far more practical

for them to use Rimmer in a battle

situation. Indeed, this was demon-
strated only four weeks later when
the evil, low' version of Rimmer
used |ust such a device m his attack

on the real Lister in Demons and
Angels' Obviously, they work the

other way round as well! And again,

this explains such seeming inaccu-

racies as the escort boots in

Justice', whether by accident or

design, Series V did a lot to sort out

the show's continuity With the

technology to create such devices respects One thing we have seen
obviously having been developed m the past five years rs that, one way
dunng Red Dwarf's' absence from or another, anything s possible And
our solar system, one wonders whal recent episodes such as Hotoship

type of object it will be used on next very much grve the impression thai

Indeed, with Series VI on the Rob Grant and Doug Nayfor have
horizon, it will be very interesting 10 only just begun to explore those
see what happens next in i"



REI ANY GOOD BOOKS LATELY?
MCSUY HARMLESS

by Douglas Adams

IW*om Heinemann £12.99)

It has been over eight years now since

the release of "So Long and Thanks for

Al the fish', the fourth and absolutely

final, honest-to-goodness, no-question-

about-it. fast book In the Hitch-Hiker's

Guide to the Galaxy' series. It seems

almost that long since writer Douglas

Adams announced his intention to do a

fifth' In October last year, that book

finally materialised in hard back. So...

does 'Mostly Harmless' live up to

sodfy. no. For me of least, the

series lost o lot of Its magic

after the third book, and its long hiatus

has done little to return It to form. I was

unimpressed by a lot of the new
concepts introduced in the new book,

and to be quite honest, the most

enjoyable port of It was the obligatory

'wrapping- up-of -a- continuity-thread

-

k^-in-a-pfevious-volurne

The main characters, of course, help to

keep things interesting, and they are as

enjoyable as ever land a lot more so In

the few scenes in which they actually

Interact with each other). There are,

however, no worthwhile additions to the

cast this time. Even Book Four's

character find, Fenchurch, is ruthlessly

disposed of in very short order, and with

the oddrtional absence of both Zophod

Beeblebrox and Marvin the Paranoid

Android, it is more or less left to Arthur

Dent and Ford Prefect to cony the story

I say 'more or less', because 'Mostly

Harmless' does, to Its credit, re-

introduce Trillion to the series - and

indeed, features two versions of her, as

If to make up for her earlier absences if

you've seen any of the publicity for the

book at ad, then you'll know thai Arthur

Dent's hitherto unheard-of daughter

turns up as we*

The plolline. In fact, centres more
around Ford, and Is specifically

concerned with a rather unpleasant

discovery he makes In the 'Guide'

offices. This Is actually the most

interesting part of the book, but things

soon descend Into a confusing mass of

dimension -hopping. By Chapter 25,

1

was less concerned with how the

characters were going to combat the

threat to the remaining dimensional

versions ot the planet Earth, than with

how the hell they had all managed to

And each other on (ust one of the infinite

versions of the planet'

Despite all this. 'Mostly Harmless' is fun.

Adams' writing style is. os always,

enjoyable, although I'm not too sure

about his grasp of the concept of

'meanwhile'; Arthur seems to gel about

ten years of activity to Ford's twenty

minutes' There is also a feeling

throughout the book that the main event

is yet to happen. When it actually does.

it Is over with In the blink of an eye, and

leaves the series wide open for a sixth

volume. Whereas in 'So Long and
Thanks for All the Fish'. Adams did

everything he possibly could to 'finish

off the story and close down any

opportunities for a sequel, the final

page of 'Mostly Harmless' lacks only a

To Be Continued' tag.

In conclusion then, I would say that

'Mostly Harmless' is definitely worth

reading, especially for those of you who

ore 'Hitch-Hiker' fons already. At the

hefty price tog of £12 99, though. I

would definitely recommend waiting for

the paperback*

Steve Lyons

It'll be unlucky for you if you miss it!

We've jot Robert Llewellyn. Androids, the Polymorph. Hattie Hayridqa, The

Brittas Empire, Jake Bullet and lots more • all for the price of a parkins 1ic ^ et

at Trinq railway station (and much mora fun to read).
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TALKIE
TOASTER

KNOWN ALIASES: None

SPECIES: A domestic toaster with

artificial intelligence and a voice unit.

OCCUPATION: In theory. Talkie

should be talking alarm clock.

providing light conversation and early

morning toast to its owner. In reality,

this task has proven tar too simple to

keep its intelligence circuits occupied,

leading to an unhealthy desire on
Talkie's part to force-feed its owners

with Oread-related products simpty as

a means of finding itself something to

do In short, it has become a totally

bread-obsessed metal gort!

ORIGINS: Manufactured in Taiwan

by the aptly named firm Crapoia Inc

,

the ostensibly useful Talkie Toasters

sow worldwide for the modest once of

St i999 plus tax This particular model

was purchased by Dave Lister and

housed in his bunkroom on 'Red

Dwarf where it swiftly became one of

the banes of his rife Its increasing

obsession with forcing him to eat. In

his own words, "four hundred rounds

of toast an hour" eventually led to an
unfortunate accident involving the

aforementioned Lister and a fourteen

pound lump hammer The Toaster was
later recovered by the service mecha-
noid Kryten. who found it lying in the

garbage hold in three thousand places

and. much to Lister's disgust, re-

assembled it as part of an experiment

in intelligence compression. Thanks,

however, to Red Dwarfs' concurrent

proximity to a time-spewing white hole,

the penod of time in which all that

occurred has now ceased to exist,

reversing the effects of Krytens

interference and restoring Talkie to Its

fragmental resting place.

EDUCATION Futy programmed with

all information relating to the produc-

tion of grilled breed products. That's

about it. realty It actually seems to

know a lot more, but it certainly isn't

prepared 10 iaik about it.

SKILLS Making toast,

crumpets, croissants, lapjacka and a
whole variety oi txead.related toasted

products

HOBBIES Making toast waffles

crumpets, croissants, flapjacks and a
whole vanety of OreaovBtated toasted

products

MUSICAL TASTES Making toast.

waffles, crumpea crosaants Aapfacks

and a whole variety of okay, so that's

not ftnctfy muscat, but true thing «
obeaaesdf Actually, it was once heard

to sing the opening two bars of fly Ma
to the Moon', but a wefrptaced flat from

Lister put a quick stop to mat From
then on, it has managed to sock, on
the whole, to me rather more bread-

howevar, have an irritating penchant for

yodelling the words "Hcwdydcodty-

doot"

ROLE MODELS: As m bread

roHs? Vbu want me to gnll some''

Or perhaps you'd like some toast?

Or a waffle?"

KNOWN ASSOCIATES: None.

f4ot anymore!

GROUP AFFILIATIONS: tts a
frightening thought but. as Talk*

Toaster was just one of a mass-
produced Una, there must be thou-

sands of the tattle bleeders out there

Of course, it a entirely posubie by now
that similar accidents have befallen

them all

AMBITIONS: Talk* did ones long

tor a raieon d'etre "ummapaiabry more

lament wheh was rxovoked by Laser's

refusal to eat any toast tor a good
eighteen days. However, he has smce
grvsn up any such efforts to better

himself, his ambitions now being just

twofold, hrstty. presumably, to be re-

assembled again - and secondly, to

persuade the aseernbtod crew of "Red

Dwarf" that there realty is no need for

all those curries Why, just a taw

hundred rounds of toast a day would

give them ail the nrjunahmant and
satisfaction they could ever hope tor
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